
25 PHOTO SAFARI 
IDEAS  THAT INDUCE 
IMAGINATION 

photography and travel lovers can 
begin to imagine being there, face to 
face with nature’s beauty, adventure, 
comfort, silence, light & space   
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INTRODUCTION 

Let the adventure begin and get ideas for incredible Photographic Safaris to 
Africa’s most beautiful destinations.  
 
None is like the other and the danger lies in liking them all.  Trust your intuition 
when leafing through the pages. It will let you stop exactly where your Africa 
journey should start and will take you from there to the places you want to see 
next.  
 
And when you saw them all, your friends might ask, “where should I go” and you 
will answer, it depends. They possibly look at you wondering if you are well, but 
they will understand the moment they let their own adventure begin.  
 
Imagine. 



SOUTH  AFRICA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



SAND FOREST &  
MORE ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ON PHINDA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE 

Location: Kwazulu Natal, South Africa, about 3 hours drive from Durban 
Wildlife: Big 5 Game Reserve, excellent cheetah sightings, black rhino 
Was returned from cultivated land into bush, offers immense ecological diversity.  



LEOPARD LAND 
THE SABI SAND, BORDERING KRUGER NATIONAL PARK 

The Sabi Sand is 65,000 hectares in size and forms part of the greater Kruger National park some 2.3 
million hectares. It gets its name from two perennial rivers that flow through the reserve, the Sabi and 
the Sand River.  Decades of careful conservation work allow visitors today to see the most amazing 
leopard sightings.  Various lodges are available in this amazing “Leopard Land”.   



KRUGER NATIONAL PARK 
WILDLIFE  ABUNDANCE  THROUGH  CONSERVATION 

19.485 square kilometers (7.523 square miles), 360 km (220 mi) from north to south, 65 km (40 mi) from 
east to west – the park can be discovered by self-drive and guided game drives, accommodation is 
available in the park and in its surroundings 



TIMBAVATI  
SPACE, LIGHT & BIG CATS 

Timbavatie Game Reserve is located north of the Sabi Sand and on the western edge of the Kruger 
National Park.  There are no fences with the Kruger Park and the animals can roam free. It forms part of 
the greater Kruger National Park. Various lodges and camps are available in the Timbavati.  



ZAMBIA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



SOUTH LUANGWA  
NATIONAL PARK - A HIDDEN GEM 

South Luangwa National Park is a heaven for wildlife and it is an excellent park for walking safaris. 
Comfortable accommodation and professional guiding await the nature loving guests. Image: bushcamp company  



BOTSWANA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



OKAVANGO DELTA  
ONE OF THE WONDERS OF NATURE 

Photographer’s and wildlife’s heaven, this large inland delta provides an abundance of wildlife, rare species, 
adventurous waterway exploring and incredible light. Many of the great lodges and camps are only 
accessible by small planes and offer remote wildlife experiences.   



KALAHARI  
MORE  THAN  DESERT,  SPACE  &  INFINITY  

Meet these little chaps and their bigger and smaller wildlife companions in the breathtaking beautiful 
Kalahari.  This semi desert covers much of Botswana and parts of South Africa and Namibia. Various 
accommodations are available to explore this magical place.  



MAKGADIKGADI PAN  
A SALT PAN,  YET LOTS OF LIFE 

The Makgadikgadi Pan is a large salt pan in the middle of the dry savanna of northeastern Botswana. Its 
one of the largest salt pans in the world.  What is there, one might wonder … wait until you get there 
and be surprised.  



NAMIBIA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



NAMIB  
GET ON THE BALLOON AND GO 

The Namib is a coastal desert in southern Africa. Its vastness is incredible and a must for landscape 
lovers. A hot air balloon ride gives the most stunning perspectives. Accommodations in the desert are 
also offering star gazing.  



SOSSUSVLEI  
RED SAND DUNES OF ENORMOUS SIZE 

Sand, colors, dunes, forms, patterns and many more a photographer loves to capture. Its heaven for 
landscape lovers and light makes it change by the minute. The dunes are accessible via the lodges and 
camps mentioned for the Namib. 



DAMARALAND  
AND THE INCREDIBLE DESERT ELEPHANTS 

The desert elephants of the Damaraland and Kaokoland are well known and admired for their incredible 
ability to survive in this harsh environment. Self-drive, guided tours and group travel is available to this 
region. image via gane and marshall 



ETOSHA  
SURVIVAL  AND THE POWER OF WATER 

Namibia seems to be the place to see the strongest in surviving in extreme environments and the Etosha 
Pan in not different. Incredible wildlife photography opportunities with stunning landscapes. Various kinds 
of photo safaris are available. image via gane and marshall   



KENYA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



MAASAI MARA  
SPOTTED LAND OF THE BIG HERDS 

Well known for the Great Migration, the epic event of millions of animals making their way from the 
Serengeti in to the Maasai Mara. They got to cross the Mara River and that can be a challenge for some of 
them. It is probably the most impressive nature event one can observe and it is photographers heaven.  



AMBOSELI  
”OPEN SPACE” ON THE FOOT OF THE KILIMANJARO 

Amboseli National Park is overlooked by the magical Kilimanjaro on the border with Tanzania. It is a low 
rainfall area and its landscape fascinates through its vastness with swamp pools that offer refreshment 
and food for the wildlife.  



TSAVO EAST  
HOME TO THE ELEPHANTS 

Tsavo East is one of the oldest and largest National Parks in Kenya at 11,747 square kilometers. It is well 
known for its great elephant population.  It offers ideal conditions for the wildlife to flourish. The park is 
located near the town Voi and rather close to Mombasa than to Nairobi.  



TSAVO WEST  
VOLCANO,  KILIMANJARO  AND SPACE 

Tsavo West is the western part of the Tsavo East National Park. Through both flows the river Tsavo from 
west to east. Tsavo West is distinguished by the black volcano soil and offers probably better views on Mt. 
Kilimanjaro than Amboseli.  



MERU  
INFINITY  AND  WILDLIFE 

Meru National Park is located east of Mt. Kenya. Next to incredible vistas, vast landscape and beautiful 
mountains the areas along the river are lush with palm trees and plenty of shelter and food for the 
wildlife. 



SAMBURU  
THE LAND OF ENKAI & EWASO NGIRO 

Samburu is home to the beautiful Samburu people. In their culture god lives on the mountain Enkai and 
life comes from Ewaso Ngiro, the brown river. The National Reserve is located north of the equator and 
that means several animal species are different from other regions of Kenya and southern Africa like the 
Grevy’s zebra, the somali ostrich and the vulturine guinea fowl.  It is a good place to see cheetah and lion. 



LEWA DOWNS  
THE ROLLING HILLS OF LAIKIPIA & MOUNT KENYA 

The Lewa Wildlife Conservancy is located in the Laikipia area in the northern part of Kenya. It offers a 
wide variety of wildlife and is home to big rhino population including the endangered black rhino. On 
Lewa Downs it is very possible to photograph a giraffe or other animal with Mount Kenya as a backdrop. 



ABERDARE 
FOREST,  WATER  AND WILDLIFE 

Aberdare National Park is located about 100 km north of Nairobi. It covers altitudes from about 2,100m 
to 4,300, above sea level. It contains a wide range of landscapes including mountains, moorlands, bamboo 
forests and rainforests and a great variety of wildlife. image via kenya wildlife service 



TANZANIA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



NGORONGORO CRATER 
MAGICAL PLACE  &  ANCIENT SPIRIT 

The Ngorongoro Concervation area is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, located about 180 km west of 
Arusha. It is a large volcanic caldera.  The wildlife density is very high with approximately 25,000 large 
animals living in the crater. It is a fabulous place with an ancient magic.  



SERENGETI  
MOTHER OF  ALL SAVANNAS 

The Serengeti spans about 30,000 square kilometer, is located in north Tanzania and extends into 
southwest Kenya, there called the Maasai Mara. It hosts the largest terrestrial mammal migration in the 
world. It is one of the ten natural travel wonders in the world. Being in the Serengeti is like visiting the 
mother of all African savannas. 



SELOUS GAME RESERVE 
TROPICAL  &  VAST 

Selous is with 44,800 square kilometers one of the largest game reserves in Africa. It is located on the 
humid coastal plateau and has a tropical atmosphere. The numbers of wildlife are impressive. Only the 
elephant population is though of 70,000.  image via africa travel resource 



UGANDA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



QUEEN ELIZABETH NATIONAL PARK  
FERTILE LAND OF BEAUTY 

Queen Elizabeth National Park is located in western Uganda. Its wildlife population has recovered from 
the Ugandan/Tanzanian war. The park is famous for its volcanic features and incredibly beautiful landscape.  



BWINDI NATIONAL PARK  
MEET THE GORILLAS 

Bwindi Impenetrable National Park is located in southwestern Uganda along the border with the 
Democratic Republic of Congo. The park is a UNESCO designated World Heritage Site and home to 
colobus monkeys, chimpanzees, Bwindi gorillas and the endangered Mountain Gorillas. image via bwindi national 
park 



SOMETHING EXTRA 
 

Photo Safari Ideas  



VICTORIA FALLS  
FROM BIRD VIEW 

Named Victoria Falls by David Livingston, the falls are also known as “The cloud that Thunders” and both 
names are recognized in the World Heritage List. The best way to see and photograph the falls is from a 
small plane or helicopter. If you choose a plane, make sure you can take the door off to not have to 
photograph through the window.  



LAMU 
WORLD HERITAGE SITE 

Lamu is Kenya’s oldest continuously inhabited town and it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This 
beautiful old town with streets only suitable for donkeys is  a heaven for photographers.  It is possible to 
stay in Lamu and to enjoy next to the photography its beautiful beaches.  



BAZARUTO, MOZAMBIQUE 
BUZZING SILENCE 

Bazaruto Island is the largest island of the Bazaruto Archipelago in the Bazaruto National Park. It is a 
great place to rest, relax and enjoy photography with the distinguished features of the island from the 
beautiful beaches to the huge sand dunes and the wild dolphins. It is also great for all sorts of sports 
activities and offers access to the famous Paradise Island, just a short boat ride away.  



INQUIRE  

Let your adventure begin. 
 
Email to Ute Sonnenberg  for questions and detailed information. We are happy to 
call you anywhere in the world to assist you with your Africa Travel planning.  
 
Please ask about the photographic safari opportunities, what you need to think of 
when going, equipment tips and more travel information to make it a great 
experience with amazing images.  
 
The photographic safaris are also available with Wildlife Photography courses to 
learn the ins and outs of this fascinating field of photography.  
 
Visit for more information our website www.rohoyachui.com and get some tips 
and pointers from our blog. 


